


Craving that top down experience in your Jeep, but still want protection from harsh sunlight? This full-length shade protects both front and 
rear passengers from the sun while offering a top down feeling. With mesh construction, this sun shade is held between the windshield and 
the rear crossbar, eliminating the need for a header channel. The built-in elastic straps allows this design to retain access to the Jeep’s top 
clamps, so you can keep the shade in place and still use the factory top. 

Eclipse Sun Shade Omix#

Full Cover, 97-06 Wrangler 13579.08

Full Cover, 04-06 Wrangler Unlimited 13579.09

13579.08

These black plastic Rugged Ridge Performance Vented Hood 
Inserts are the perfect add on accessory, offering an aggressive 
style for your vented hood. Injection molded for a precise fit, these 
inserts promote proper airflow into your engine compartment and 
mount to the TJ factory hood. 

Performance Hood Vents Omix#

97-06 Wrangler 17759.09

ECLIPSE SUN SHADE

PERFORMANCE HOOD VENTS

Our newest products  will surely set your build apart from the rest. Featuring the most complete 
line of high quality functional Jeep®, Truck & UTV accessories. Rugged Ridge products can take 
you from street to trail and look good doing it. From beautiful polished stainless steel bolt-on 
accessories to hardcore off road protection and performance; Rugged Ridge has you covered. 

www.RuggedRidge.com.

All of our products are covered by an industry leading 5 year warranty providing 
end customers with repair or replacement of parts subject to certain common 
exclusions.  Actual Limited Warranty terms are included with your product at 
time of purchase.  Copies of sample Limited Warranties are available through 
our web-site (Omix-ADA.com) or through our customer service hotline.

BUYING WITH CONFIDENCE
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The Hurricane Flat Fender Flares feature a unique double bolt pocket as a 
modern spin on classic pocket flare styling. Engineered for both form and 
function, the fender flare’s unique shape complements the Wrangler’s 
rugged looks and lines, while mounting high upon the fender for extra 
clearance for oversized wheels and tires. Each fender flare is constructed 
of durable black injection molded thermoplastic and comes complete 
with a set of durable black corrosion resistant fasteners.

HURRICANE FENDER FLARES

Hurricane Fender Flare Kit Omix#

Textured Black, 97-06 Wrangler 11640.30

Craving that top down experience in your Jeep, but still want 
protection from harsh sunlight? This full-length shade protects 
both front and rear passengers from the sun while offering a 
top down feeling. With mesh construction, this sun shade is held 
between the windshield and the rear crossbar, Bowless Top 
From Rugged Ridge Convert From A Full Top To A Summer Brief, 
Without The OE Soft Top Frame. It Fits Over The Roll Bar For A More 
Aerodynamic Fastback Look, Retains Factory Door Surrounds 
And Tailgate Bar. Convert To Summer Brief By Unzipping The Side 
Windows, Stowing Them In The Window Storage Fold Designed 
Into The Top. Features Reinforced Stitching On The Pull Areas, 
Heavy Duty 30Mil Dot 31% Tint Windows, Premium Sail Cloth 
Fabric, And Sewn Seams Using Marine Grade Thread.  the need 
for a header channel. The built-in elastic straps allows this design 
to retain access to the Jeep’s top clamps, so you can keep the 
shade in place and still use the factory top. 

XHD Bowless Soft Tops Omix#

Black Diamond, Sailcloth, 97-06 Jeep Wrangler 13751.35

Denim Spice, Sailcloth, 97-06 Jeep Wrangler 13751.37

Black Sailcloth, 97-06 Jeep Wrangler 13751.01

XHD BOWLESS SOFT TOP



Original hood catches degrade and fail and most 
aftermarket hood catches look spindly. These 
adjustable, durable, and aesthetically pleasing 
hood catches are proportional to the vehicle. For 
07-16 Jeep Wranglers. Patent D692, 290 

Aluminum Hood Catches Omix#

Black, 97-06 Jeep Wrangler 11210.15

Textured Black, 97-06 Jeep Wrangler 11210.18

11210.18

11210.15

Love taking your doors off, but hate the hassle of swapping out your mirrors? 
Have mirror relocation brackets, but dislike the limited visibility they offer with 
doors on? This quick release textured black rectangular side mirror offers the 
perfect solution for your Wrangler. How quick can you remove or install this 
stylish quick release mirror? In a word, quick! The mirror mounts to a bolt-on 
bracket and is secured with a locking knob that allows for easy installation and 
removal. The long adjustable arms give you great visibility with your doors off 
or on. 

Quick Release Mirrors Omix#

Textured Black, Rectangular, 97-06 Wrangler, Each 11025.14
Textured Black, Rectangular, 97-06 Wrangler, Pair 11025.18
Textured Black, Round, 97-06 Wrangler, Each 11025.15
Textured Black, Round, 97-06 Wrangler, Pair 11025.16
Black, Rectangular, 97-06 Wrangler, Each 11025.13
Black, Rectangular, 97-06 Wrangler, Pair 11025.12
Stainless, Rectangular, 97-06 Wrangler, Each 11026.13
Stainless, Rectangular, 97-06 Wrangler, Pair 11026.12

11025.16

ALL-TERRAIN CENTER CONSOLE COVERS
The All-Terrain Center Console Covers are designed 
to prevent the accelerated wear and tear common 
to Jeep® Wrangler interiors. Molded from durable 
polyurethane foam, the All-Terrain Center Console 
Covers create a heavy duty barrier to protect the 
factory console, while also enhancing interior styling 
with Rugged Ridge’s unique tread design. Easily installs 
within seconds and secures with automotive grade 
adhesive tape. Patent No. D627,285

All-Terrain Center Console Covers Omix#

02-06 Wrangler TJ/LJ, Black 13104.60

QUICK RELEASE MIRRORS

ALUMINUM HOOD CATCHES
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Looking for an alternate way to mount your lights during your off-roading 
adventures? This Rugged Ridge Windshield Bracket LED light kit allows 
you to quickly and easily mount your LED lights to your factory windshield 
hinges, creating two great spots for off-road lighting. This easy to install 
kit includes two black powder coated windshield mounting brackets and 
two 3-inch square LED lights for optimal illumination on the trails. No drilling 
required. 

Windshield Brackets LED Kits Omix#

Square, 97-06 Wrangler TJ/LJ 11027.12

Round, 97-06 Wrangler TJ/LJ 11027.13

WINDSHIELD BRACKET  
LED KITS

Looking for additional locations to mount your LED lights while you’re on the 
trails? The Rugged Ridge TJ Hood Light Bar mounts to the top of your hood 
using existing OE hardware and 4 mounting locations. Featuring heavy duty 
black powder coated steel construction, this light bar offers everything you 
need! 

Hood Light Bar Omix#

Textured Black, 97-06 Wrangler TJ, LJ 11232.09

HOOD LIGHT BAR

This windshield LED light bar is constructed from sturdy two-inch welded 
steel tubing and is secured to the vehicle using specially engineered A-pillar 
brackets that replace the OE windshield brackets. The contour hugging light 
bar frames the windshield, accommodating three Rugged Ridge 13.5-inch 
LED Light Bars with low profile tabs; providing flexibility in additional illumination 
on the trail for nighttime off-roading. The light bar incorporates a special wind 
deflector to dramatically reduce whistling and buffeting of your soft top. No 
drilling required for installation. 

WINDSHIELD LED LIGHT BAR

Windshield LED Light Bar Omix#

Textured Black, 97-06 Wrangler TJ/LJ 11232.08

This pair of Dual A-Pillar Light Mounts are constructed from heavy-duty steel 
and available in a long-lasting textured black finish. These brackets are easily 
mounted to the lower windshield mount using the TJ’s existing mounting bolt 
holes, meaning there is no drilling or cutting required for installation. 

Dual A-Pillar Light Mount Omix#

Textured Black, 97-06 Wrangler TJ/LJ 11232.36

DUAL A-PILLAR LIGHT MOUNT



BOULDER ALUMINUM DIFF COVERS
The new matte black Boulder Aluminum Differential Covers are 
constructed from A356-T6 cast aluminum for strong impact resistance 
and feature a precision machined sealing surface, allowing gaskets 
or RTV sealant to be used for a leak-free seal.  The Boulder Aluminum 
Differential Covers come complete with a magnetic drain plug for 
protection against costly damage from metal particles that can 
accumulate in gear oil. Also includes a specially designed dipstick 
bolt to help Jeep® owners avoid under or overfilling their differentials.

16595.12

Boulder Aluminum Differential Covers Omix#

Boulder Differential Cover, Dana 44 16595.12
Boulder Differential Cover, Dana 30 16595.13
Boulder Differential Cover, Dana 35 16595.14

Tube Doors Omix#
97-06 Wrangler 11509.20

Like the “doors off” feel but also want the added convenience 
and utility of having doors on the trail? Rugged Ridge® Tube 
Doors are constructed from durable 1.5” mandrel bent steel 
tube that is E-Coated primered and then textured powder 
coated for a long lasting finish. Tube doors help increase 
visibility when climbing obstacles and trail riding. The Tube 
Doors interchange easily with the factory steel doors and 
require no body modification for installation. They are light 
weight and small enough to be stored easily in back of the 
vehicle when not in use.

PINK D-SHACKLES
This pair of heavy duty powder-coated pink 3/4-inch 
D-shackles from Rugged Ridge have a ¾ -inch pin and 
a 9,500 lb. working load limit (WLL), and are the shackles 
you’ll need for recovering stuck Jeeps.

D-Shackles Omix#

3/4-Inch, Pink, Pair 11235.09

PINK GRAB HANDLES
Put easy to use Grab Handles wherever you need them. 
Constructed of tough nylon webbing with a molded sure-
grip handle. Ultimate Grab Handles will fit 2 inch or 3 inch 
padded or un-padded roll bars. Now available in Pink!

TUBE DOORS

Ultimate Grab Handles Omix#

Pink, Pair 13505.01
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SPARTACUS WINCH

8,500 LB WINCHES

10,500 LB WINCHES

12,500 LB WINCHES

• Durable 5.5 HP series wound motor for long life and extra pulling power
• Tough 3-stage planetary gear box with a 172.8:1 gear ratio delivering  
    power and reliability
• Includes 94 feet of 21/64 inch steel cable / 100 feet of 23/64 inch synthetic rope  
   and  latched hook
• Automatic load holding brake system
• Tough stainless hardware is used on the body of the winch to eliminate rust
• Each winch includes a durable 12 feet all weather cable remote
• Remote solenoid box can be mounted in multiple postions
• Limited five year warranty against manufacturing defects

• Durable 6.6 HP series wound motor for long life and extra pulling power
• Tough 3-stage planetary gear box with a 218:1 gear ratio delivering power and   
   reliability
• Includes 94 feet of 23/64 inch steel cable and latched hook / 94 feet of 25/64  
   inch synthetic rope and latched hook
• Automatic load holding brake system
• Tough stainless hardware is used on the body of the winch to eliminate rust
• Each winch includes a durable 12 feet all weather cable remote
• Remote solenoid box can be mounted in multiple postions
• Limited five year warranty against manufacturing defects

• Durable 6.6 HP series wound motor for long life and extra pulling power
• Tough 3-stage planetary gear box with a 265:1 gear ratio delivering power and 
    reliability
• Includes 94 feet of 23/64 inch steel cable / 100 feet of 23/64 inch synthetic rope and  
   latched hook
• Automatic load holding brake system
• Tough stainless hardware is used on the body of the winch to eliminate rust
• Each winch includes a durable 12 feet all weather cable remote
• Remote solenoid box can be mounted in multiple postions
• Limited five year warranty against manufacturing defects

10,500 LB. GEN II Winch Omix#

10,500 LB Heavy Duty Winch with Steel Cable 15100.40

10,500 LB Performance Winch with Synthetic 15100.41

8,500 LB. GEN II Winch Omix#

8,500 LB Heavy Duty Winch with Steel Cable 15100.30

8,500 LB Performance Winch with Synthetic 15100.31

12,500 LB. GEN II Winch Omix#

12,500 LB Heavy Duty Winch with Steel Cable 15100.20

12,500 LB Performance Winch with Synthetic 15100.21

ALL RUGGED RIDGE®  SYNTHETIC WINCHES 
INCLUDE LIGHT MOUNT ROLLER FAIRLEAD



Jeep® and Jeep® grille design is a registered trademark of Chrysler Group LLC. Omix-ADA® is not affiliated with Chrysler Group LLC.
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